
Problem/Reaction/Solution 

How We Have Been Programmed to View The World 
 

Problem   Reaction   Solution   More to consider? 

Toilet won’t flush  Need to fix quickly  Go to hardware store/  What was the cause of the flush valve to fail? 
        Call a plumber 
 
Politicians don’t get anything Frustration, but daily life  Vote    Why does nothing get done, no matter which 
  done      goes on         party is in control?  Are they on the same team? 
              Have we been fooled to look to political solutions? 
 
Voter fraud   This is wrong   Endless news debate  Why hasn’t this situation been fixed?  Are both  
              sides in on it as part of a larger agenda? 
 
Covid    Fear    “Vaccine”   Was Covid part of a larger agenda?  What is fear  
              based on? 
 
Pollution and over-  We need to manage  Sustainability agenda  Is Agenda 2030 part of a larger agenda we are 
  population     the entire planet        blind to? 
 
The world is over-  Propaganda – collectivism, Poison food, create cancer, Is there a Satanic agenda?  Did God provide 
  populated     programming, create    vaccines     enough resources to honor His command to be 
      dependence on government       fruitful and multiply? 
 
“I want people’s souls”  Expose Cabal agenda of  Security and comfort -   What if the leaders ushing in the light side  
      evil related to Covid, money,   financial system based on    are controlled by the same master?  How did the 
      9/11, cause food shortages,   gold; debt jubilee; stop   Cabal come to power?  Lack of repentance is how you  
      create worldwide panic   child trafficking; fix voter   can tell the “solution” is the opposite side of the same 
          fraud; Nuremberg II trials    coin! 
 

The exoteric dialectics are created to give us an illusion of choice, designed to have us debating right vs. wrong inside of 
programmed dialectics.  This way, the esoteric dialectic moves forward without us being aware until it is too late.  It is time 
to get right with God.  He promises to protect those who believe.  God’s solution is to be in the world but not of the world. 


